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Abstract. TimeSynchronization is one of the most important support Technology in WSN,plays an 
irreplaceable role in the developmet of WSN.For this reason,an improved algorithm based on 
theRBS algorithm is proposed combination of some classic time synchronization 
algorithm.Referring to the idea of cluster-based, the introduction of Synchronization mechanism for 
both cluster-head and cluster-within, ensure the synchronous accuracy and save the energy 
consumption.By comparing the experiment results,the improved mechanism reduce communication 
overhead. 

Introduction 
Time synchronization in wireless sensor networks means all or part of the network nodes have 

the same time reference, which means Different nodes maintains the same clock[1].Time 
synchronization plays a crucial role in the applications of wireless sensor network. However 
different applications in WSN have different requirement for time Synchronization, such 
as:accuracy, longevity, scope, cost, energy and other. after years of hard efforts, a variety of time 
synchronization algorithm have been propoesd,they solve the time synchronization problem with 
Different methods,and the improved RBS protocol in this paper is the synchronization algorithm 
based on the receiver-receiver[2],and the main goal is to ensure the synchronization accuracy,reduce 
communication overhead and information exchange capacity. 

RBS Protocol 
Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS)takes advantage of the characteristics of broadcast 

channel in the wireless data link layer,reference node periodically send reference broadcast to other 
neighbors node in the network,the neighbor nodes record the local time when they received 
broadcast,use it as the reference point compared with the clock readings[3].In order to calculate the 
clock skew,the timestamp between the equivalent neighbor need to be exchanged,so will 
determining the offset between them.Then one of those node change it’s local time according to the 
timestamps[4],in order to achieve time synchronization. 

Calculated as follows: 
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Where,n represents the number of recipients,m represents the number of reference packets,Trb 
represents the clock when the receiving node r receiving the reference packet b[5].  
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Fig. 1 RBS algorithm schematic diagram 
 

Analysis of algorithm.This an algorithm that allows receivers synchronize with each 
other,which effectively avoid the influence of access time on synchronization,remove the 
uncertainty of the sender’s delay from the critical path.The main reason of error come from the 
uncertain of transmission time and receive time,so compared to the Bidirectional information 
exchange between nodes[6],this algorithm obtain higher accuracy.As to it’s biggest drawback is too 
many information exchange times.High computational complexity,network traffic overhead and 
energy consumption is too large,all these make it not suitable for the occasion of limited energy 
supply[7]. 

Improvement of RBS Mechanism 
Clustering is the core idea of this algorithm,there ara two steps:firstly,the base station send 

broadcast beacon to all cluster heads,base station and cluster heads will achieve 
synchronization,secondly cluster heads broadcast to Intra-node clusters,so all nodes within the 
cluster will be synchronized.The energy of the cluster-head node ,the distance between cluster-head 
node and Intra-node cluster are all the factors should to be considered in the process of cluster head 
election.There are two forms to achieve synchronization in synchronous phase:firstly,Bidirectional 
synchronous principle will be taken in the process of time synchronization between base station and 
cluster heads,so the transmission time between the base station and the clock skew can be 
calculated,the cluster head will adjust it’s own clock according to the two parameters,so the 
synchronization between base station and cluster head is complete.secondly,the cluster head send 
broadcast to all the Intra-node cluster in the same cluster,then the Intra-node clusters exchange 
information with each other use RBS mechanism for reference,after comparison with each other,in 
order to achieve synchronization within the cluster. 
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Fig.2 Improved algorithm topology 
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Principles of the synchronous process  
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Fig.3 Bidrectional synchronous principle 

 
Bidirectional synchronous principle as shown in Fig.3,a and b represent the two nodes,t1 and t4 

represent the different time measurements of local clock of node a,t2 and t3 represent the different 
time measurements of local clock of node b.D represents the time offset between two nodes,d 
represents the information transmission delay.By default,one message has the same transfer delay in 
the process of transmission.By using the above parameters,node a can calculate time offset D and 
information transmission delay d,so node a will adjust it’s own clock to achieve synchronization. 

D=（（t2-t1）-（t4-t3））/2                                                     (2) 
d=（（t2-t1）+（t4-t3））/2                                                     (3) 
Then start the synchronization within a cluster,synchronization mechanism has similar principle 

with RBS algorithm.All cluster head has been synchronization because of the first stage.Each 
cluster head send broadcast beacon to the nodes within their own clusters.Intra-node cluster record 
the local time when they received broadcast,use it as the reference point compared with the clock 
readings,the timestamp between the equivalent nodes need to be exchanged,so will determining the 
offset between them,will synchronization be completed.Calculated as formula 1. 

Simulation Results and Analysis 
Communication cost is a very important indicator of time synchronization in the WSN.The RBS 

algorithm and the improved algorithm are compared by simulation in this paper.The simulation 
environment is a square area of 200m × 200m.100,150,250,300static nodes are deployed 
randomly,nodes communication distance is set to 25m. 

Through simulation,we found that the communication cost of the improved algorithm is much 
less than the RBS algorithm.This is because each node has only to receive and send a message 
within a cluster,and the cluster heads use Bidirectional synchronous mechanism are much less than 
the total. (It can be seen from Fig.4 )   

Another important indicator is the information exchange capacity,as we can see from the 
Fig.5.With the increase in the number of nodes,the information exchange capacity of improved 
algorithm significantly lower than the RBS algorithm under the same number.This because each 
node under the base station will exchange information with the rest nodes in the RBS algorithm,but 
for the improved algorithm,only cluster heads need change information with base station in the first 
stage,and for the second stage,information exchange capacity within each cluster is much less.So 
the total amount of capacity will be reduced. 
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        Fig.4Communication cost simulation map   Fig.5Information exchange capacity simulation map  
 

Conclusion 
For the time synchronization in wireless sensor network,this paper presents an improved 

algorithm based on the RBS algorithm,introducing clustering mechanism.Considering the cost of 
energy and exchange capacity,by comparison the improved algorithm can improve the energy 
consumption and the exchange capacity. 
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